Elmo Manufacturing TT-12 Document Camera

More From: Elmo
Item #: 13473819
Mfr. Part#: 1331
Availability: In Stock
Est. Ship: Ships Today

Overview

The NEW Elmo TT-12 document camera offers a 12x optical zoom and combined 96x optical and digital zoom. It incorporates a 3.4 megapixel CMOS sensor with video output resolutions ranging from XGA (1,024 x 768) to 1080p (1,920 x 1,080). The Elmo TT12 supports multi-directional camera positions and can record video and audio (plus still captures) without the use of a computer. It supports frame rates up to 30 FPS.

In addition, the Elmo TT12 provides support for Elmo’s wireless tablet, the CRA-1, to allow teachers to annotate and control their classroom document camera wirelessly. This pen-based tablet that includes integrated shortcut keys. With a range of 50ft, this tablet allows you to interact with your class anywhere in the room.
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